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imagine one million children are learning to become human

understanding the softer qualities of inner understanding

becoming mystics…

eight billion people in misery

one million doctors of love

doctors of celebration…of silence…of mysticism

what a beautiful opportunity we have !

do not educate your children

just let them relax

and see what happens

if nothing happens so what ?

no result is okay…

we are not giving birth to children to get results out of them…

they are not an investment in our future

let them go astray

that is their joy !

do not try to help the children grow up

they are growing up too quickly…

they do not even have time to enjoy the depths of childhood

let them enjoy their lives…

they should bar all education

until seven years or eight years old

and then four years of some stupidities

few things…just abc…

and then give them the libraries…

internet…a couple of computers…

let them search what they want 

and children are very intelligent

what they want to know they will find faster than light

what they do not want you keep stuffing into them… 

they are not interested…

let them find the own way

after that let them enjoy

let them fool around till they are twenty

ten years of freedom…

give them ten years of freedom

and see what they really need…

maybe seven years of inner meditation

inner and outer both need

and today oshos universe has grown vast

there is a whole education system becoming available

to osho disciples…specially for their children…

six hundred books of our beloved master osho

it needs five to six years to read

why not educate them in the inner world ?

and who is to say the inner world has no future ?

i say the outer world has no future 

because all education is available on the computer for children…

the inner world education is so vastly missing in this world

that this will become the new way

how to get out of this insanity ?

this madness of cramming knowledge into your head

how to learn to become a human being ?

you can see the whole world is going to move emphasis towards inner education

and that is what osho has been trying all his life…

through his groups and therapies…to create a new man

because we are so few and this world has become so mad…

we are living in a mad asylum

we do not need doctors anymore

but meditative lovers of the inner being…

at least become a human being

i think the world needs a few human beings at least

they have all become robots…
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